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Abstract

Data-driven sky models have gained much attention in
outdoor illumination prediction recently, showing superior
performance against analytical models. However, naively
compressing an outdoor panorama into a low-dimensional
latent vector, as existing models have done, causes two ma-
jor problems. One is the mutual interference between the
HDR intensity of the sun and the complex textures of the
surrounding sky, and the other is the lack of fine-grained
control over independent lighting factors due to the entan-
gled representation. To address these issues, we propose
a hierarchical disentangled sky model (HDSky) for out-
door illumination prediction. With this model, any outdoor
panorama can be hierarchically disentangled into several
factors based on three well-designed autoencoders. The
first autoencoder compresses each sunny panorama into a
sky vector and a sun vector with some constraints. The sec-
ond autoencoder and the third autoencoder further disen-
tangle the sun intensity and the sky intensity from the sun
vector and the sky vector with several customized loss func-
tions respectively. Moreover, a unified framework is de-
signed to predict all-weather sky information from a single
outdoor image. Through extensive experiments, we demon-
strate that the proposed model significantly improves the
accuracy of outdoor illumination prediction. It also al-
lows users to intuitively edit the predicted panorama (e.g.,
changing the position of the sun while preserving others),
without sacrificing physical plausibility.

1. Introduction
Outdoor illumination prediction based on a single in-

put image is a key task for many applications ranging from
scene understanding and reconstruction to augmented real-
ity (AR). However, the diverse weather conditions and the
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Figure 1. We propose HDSky, the first disentangled data-driven
model for all-weather outdoor illumination. As the learned latent
vector is disentangled into several independent and meaningful
factors, state-of-the-art performance on outdoor illumination pre-
diction can be achieved, leading to consistent shading and shad-
ows in AR rendering and enabling intuitive illumination editing
with physical plausibility.

complex interaction between illumination and other scene
properties (e.g., surface reflectance and geometric varia-
tions) make this problem highly challenging.

Due to the success of deep learning, learning-based
methods [9, 4, 33, 8] have emerged recently and achieved
state-of-the-art performance by employing powerful deep
neural networks to automatically learn the mapping be-
tween an image of limited field-of-view (FoV) and a given
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sky model. To make the problem tractable, some ap-
proaches resort to analytical sky models. For instance,
Hold-Geoffroy et al. [9] adopted the Hošek-Wilkie sky
(HW) model [10, 23] to encode 360◦ high dynamic range
(HDR) illumination with as few as 4 parameters. However,
this model only works well for clear skies. Zhang et al. [33]
employed the Lalonde-Matthews (LM) model [17] to repre-
sent all-weather outdoor illumination, but they cannot faith-
fully predict the sky color due to the limited expressiveness
of the LM model. Generally, analytical models fail to fully
capture the complexities of real-world atmospheric condi-
tions.

Recently, data-driven sky models [28, 4, 8], which com-
press complex outdoor illumination into a low-dimensional
latent vector, become popular in outdoor illumination pre-
diction and achieve state-of-the-art performance. After
training on large-scale datasets, data-driven sky models can
reproduce a much wider range of outdoor illumination than
most analytical models, with far less bias. However, naively
compressing an outdoor panorama into a low-dimensional
latent vector with neural networks would cause two major
problems. First, a single vector is hard to reflect the HDR
intensity of the sun and the diverse weather conditions si-
multaneously. Consequently, the intensity of the sun would
be lowered in order to match the correct sky color and tex-
tures, leading to low accuracy in prediction and inconsis-
tent shading and shadows in AR applications. Second, in-
tuitively editing outdoor illumination based on a single la-
tent vector is challenging due to the conflated representa-
tion. For instance, it is difficult to change the position of the
sun while preserving other properties.

To tackle the above problems, we propose HDSky, a
new data-driven sky model which is hierarchically trained
on HDR panoramas to disentangle each outdoor HDR
panorama into several meaningful factors. After manually
classifying an input panorama into sunny or cloudy, three
autoencoders are well designed to generate the disentan-
gled representation for sunny panoramas. The first autoen-
coder compresses each sunny panorama into a sky vector
and a sun vector by imposing constraints on the sky and sun
based on the information theory. These two vectors are ex-
pected to recover the original panorama after proper fusion.
The second autoencoder further disentangles the sun vector
into the sun intensity and the residual factor with several
customized loss functions. The third autoencoder disentan-
gles the sky intensity from the sky vector. For the cloudy
panorama, a single autoencoder is required to compress the
panorama into a sky vector. Another autoencoder is also
utilized to disentangle the sky intensity from the sky vector.

With HDSky, we are able to achieve higher accuracy
in outdoor illumination prediction than previous methods
based on conflated representations [8], since the entangle-
ment among different sky properties (e.g., the intensity of

the sun and the color of the sky) is avoided. Specifically,
for an FoV-limited image, we first predict its weather con-
dition (sunny or cloudy) and then estimate each individual
factor using several CNNs which are trained jointly on the
SUN360 dataset [32] with properly designed loss functions.
Utilizing the trained decoders of HDSky, we can fuse the
disentangled factors and recover the full HDR panorama
that can be used directly in AR rendering, guaranteeing con-
sistent shading and shadows. The disentangled representa-
tion allows us to intuitively edit the predicted outdoor illu-
mination, achieving more vivid results with limited manual
assistance.

The contributions of our work can be summarized as fol-
lows.

• We introduce HDSky, a novel data-driven sky model
that hierarchically disentangles an outdoor panorama
into several interpretable vectors based on the infor-
mation theory.

• We propose a unified framework that can predict all-
weather sky information from a single outdoor image,
achieving state-of-the-art performance in outdoor illu-
mination prediction.

• We develop an intuitive editing tool based on HDSky
that allows to alter the predicted outdoor illumination
with fine-grained control and physical plausibility.

2. Related work
Traditional methods for outdoor lighting estimation.

Based on the Perez model [25], Lalonde et al. [16] utilized
hand-crafted priors (e.g., cast shadows) to recover lighting
from a single, generic outdoor image. Karsch et al. [13]
can extrapolate the scene outside the field of view and es-
timate the out-of-view illumination by matching the input
image to the SUN360 panorama [32], which can not be
directly linked with illumination. The linearity of light
transport is leveraged in several works to estimate light-
ing from faces [29, 30]. Some works on illumination es-
timation assumed that the geometry is known and relied on
strong priors on scene reflectance, geometry and illumina-
tion [3, 2, 22]. Typically, these approaches do not generalize
to large-scale outdoor scenes.

Deep learning for outdoor lighting estimation. Re-
cently, significant progress has been made in lighting es-
timation with deep learning methods. For example, a re-
flectance map was inferred from a single image of an object
with known geometry [27] and can be further factored into
lighting and material properties [7]. Given two opposing
views of a panorama, Cheng et al. [6] estimated lighting
using a deep learning technique. Hold-Geoffroy et al. [9]
utilized the parametric Hošek-Wilkie sky model [10, 23] to
model outdoor lighting and learn to estimate its parameters
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from a single image. Subsequently, Zhang et al. [33] ex-
tended this method with the Lalonde-Matthews outdoor il-
lumination model. However, for these analytical sky mod-
els [25, 26, 10, 23, 17], it is challenging to accurately repre-
sent the complex weather conditions with only a few param-
eters. In contrast, we estimate more plausible and accurate
lighting in a data-driven manner.

Liu et al. [21] generate plausible virtual object shadows
with neural networks. Several deep learning techniques for
inverse lighting rely on cues from faces. Zhou et al. [34]
estimated a low-frequency 2nd order spherical harmonic il-
lumination from portraits. For higher frequency lighting es-
timates, millions of LDR images of three diffuse, glossy,
and mirror reference spheres are used to train a model
to regress the omnidirectional HDR lighting from an in-
door or outdoor image [18]. Subsequently, LeGendre et
al. [19] extended previous methods with diverse portraits
and achieved superior performance. Calian et al. [4] em-
ployed a deep autoencoder to learn a data-driven model and
estimated the HDR outdoor lighting from a single face im-
age. Similarly, Hold-Geoffroy et al. [8] utilized an autoen-
coder to estimate lighting from a single image of a generic
outdoor scene in an end-to-end framework. Unfortunately,
the learned latent vector of the representation is not inter-
pretable, which limits its accuracy and applicability.

Disentangled representation learning. Disentangle-
ment learning aims to disentangle the underlying factors
that form real-world data [5, 12]. While many supervised
methods require strong supervision (edge/keypoint/mask
annotations or detectors) [24, 1], most unsupervised meth-
ods are limited to disentangling at most two factors like
shape and texture. In this paper, we factor the outdoor HDR
panorama into more factors such as the sky, the sun posi-
tion, and the sun intensity. Several methods leverage infor-
mation theory [5] to disentangle the underlying factors with
minimal supervision [31, 20]. We adopt this theory in our
framework to disentangle outdoor illumination.

3. Overview
Our goal in this paper is to predict outdoor illumination

from a single FoV-limited image and to allow convenient
editing of the predicted illumination for further user control
(e.g., fine-tune the sun intensity). To achieve this goal and
ensure high accuracy, we resort to a data-driven, hierarchi-
cal disentangled sky model HDSky, which is learned from
outdoor HDR panoramas.

Before training HDSky, we first manually divide all out-
door HDR panoramas into two categories: sunny (zwea =
1) and cloudy (zwea = 0). For the sunny panorama, we
utilize three well-designed autoencoders to hierarchically
learn the disentangled representation. The first autoencoder
AE1 factors each sunny panorama P into a sky vector zsky
and a sun vector zsun according to the information theory.

The full panoramaP ′ then can be recovered from zsky , zsun
and the ground-truth sun position zpos with two decoders.
The second autoencoder AE2 and the third autoencoder
AE3 further disentangle the sun intensity zsunint and the sky
intensity zskyint from the sun vector zsun and the sky vector
zsky respectively. The cloudy panorama is compressed by
a single autoencoder into a sky vector. We then employ an-
other autoencoder to learn the sky intensity from the sky
vector of the cloudy panorama. The disentangled factors of
the illumination latent space and the corresponding dimen-
sion are shown in the supplementary material.

To perform single-image outdoor illumination prediction
based on HDSky, we first classify the input image into either
sunny or cloudy with a network. Whereafter, different neu-
ral networks are used to estimate the disentangled vectors.
Finally, we can recover the full HDR panorama P̂ by fusing
the predicted vectors with the trained decoders of HDSky.

The disentanglement representation also allows us to edit
the predicted outdoor illumination more conveniently. We
can edit the sun intensity, the sun position and the sky in-
tensity intuitively and independently.

4. HDSky

In this section, we describe our HDSky and the training
process in detail.

4.1. Network architecture

Our HDSky handles sunny and cloudy panoramas differ-
ently. With three autoencoders AE1, AE2 and AE3, HD-
Sky hierarchically compresses each sunny HDR panorama
P into a low-dimensional latent vector with several disen-
tangled factors, as illustrated in the left part of Fig. 2.

The first autoencoderAE1 disentanglesP into a sky vec-
tor zsky , a sun vector zsun with two parallel encoders. As
shown in the top-left corner of Fig. 2, the full panorama P ′
can be reconstructed by fusing the above two vectors with
the ground-truth sun position vector zpos using the well-
designed decoders. Two panoramasPsky andPsun are gen-
erated during the reconstruction. The sun panorama Psun

is generated by the sun decoder which is conditioned on the
sun position map Ppos produced by zpos. In our current
implementation, Ppos is a binary image indicating the posi-
tion of the sun in the panorama. Then, the full panorama P ′
is reconstructed by stitching the sun panorama on the sky
panorama with the sun position map, i.e.,

P ′ = Psun + Psky � (1− Ppos), (1)

in which � is element-wise multiplication. To achieve dis-
entanglement forAE1, we use the information theory to en-
force high mutual information between (1) zsky and Psky ,
and (2) zsun and Psun. This is detailed in the next section.
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Figure 2. The proposed architecture of our method. We train two well-designed networks (AE1 and AE2) to compress and disentangle an
input outdoor panorama into several independent and meaningful factors, i.e., HDSky. This disentangled low-dimensional representation
facilitates the prediction of all-weather sky information from a single FoV-limited image, improving the accuracy of prediction and enabling
consistent shading in AR applications. It also makes outdoor illumination editing more convenient than previous entangled representations.

To enable more intuitive editing, we further disentangle
the sun intensity from the sun vector using the second au-
toencoder AE2 and disentangle the sky intensity from the
sky vector with the third autoencoder AE3. As shown in
the bottom-left corner of Fig. 2, with the sun vector zsun as
input, AE2 can generate the sun intensity vector zsunint , the
sun shape Ssun and the residual vector zres which captures
the remaining variability of zsun. AE3 can disentangle the
sky intensity zskyint and the sky shape Ssky from zsky . Once
AE2 and AE3 are trained, the sun intensity vector zsunint and
the sky intensity vector zskyint can be edited directly to mod-
ify the sun intensity and the sky intensity of the original (or
predicted) panorama. The details of the networks are pre-
sented in the supplementary material.

For cloudy panoramas, we train another two autoen-
coders to perform compression and the disentanglement of
the sky intensity, respectively. The supplementary material
presents more details.

4.2. Loss functions

To achieve hierarchical disentanglement, AE1, AE2 and
AE3 are trained sequentially. We train AE1 with the objec-

tive function:

LAE1 = αLrecon + Lsun + Linfo, (2)

where we set α to 10 empirically. The reconstruction loss
Lrecon is used to measure the similarity between the recon-
structed panorama and the original one with the L1 norm.
To enforce the sun panorama Psun only learn the sun infor-
mation, we design the sun loss Lsun to make the value of
the sky area in Psun tend to 0 with the L2 norm:

Lsun = ‖Psun − Psun � Ppos‖2. (3)

To improve the disentanglement of AE1, we enforce
high mutual information between the vector and the
panorama with the information theory. As shown in Fig. 3,
two networksEi

sky andEi
sun are utilized to induce zsky and

zsun to capture the sky and sun information, respectively:

Linfo =maxEzsky

[
logEi

sky (zsky|Psky)
]
+

maxEzsun,zpos

[
logEi

sun (zsun|Psun)
]
.

(4)

Here, the notation E(z|P ) means that the encoder E ac-
cepts a panorama P and outputs a latent code z. Ei

sky is
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mination.

used to generate zsky from Psky . The L2 norm is used to
minimize the difference between zsky generated by Esky

and the reconstruction generated by Ei
sky .

Once AE1 is trained, we can train AE2 and AE3, which
is presented in the supplementary material.

4.3. Training details

To trainAE1, 8,466 HDR panoramas from the SUN360-
HDR dataset [8] and 4,484 HDR panoramas from the Laval
sky dataset [15] are used. Specifically, 9,300 sunny HDR
panoramas together with the corresponding sun positions
are used to train the completeAE1. The input HDR panora-
mas are stored in the latitude-longitude format with a re-
duced resolution of 32× 128 in RGB of the up hemisphere
and compressed into log space. In addition, we use 9,300
sun vectors and 9,300 sky vectors learned by AE1 to train
AE2 and AE3 respectively.

Once HDSky is trained, we run it on all panoramas in
the SUN360-HDR dataset [8], which is obtained by con-
verting LDR panoramas of the SUN360 dataset [32] to
HDR, to generate the corresponding disentangled vectors.
These vectors together with the images extracted from the
SUN360 dataset [32] are then used as training examples for
further applications.

5. Estimating illumination from a single image
With HDSky, we are able to achieve higher accuracy in

predicting outdoor illumination from a single image than
the previous method based on conflated representation [8].
In this section, we describe the overall framework of HD-
Sky predictor to hierarchically estimate all-weather sky in-
formation from an FoV-limited image in detail.

5.1. Network architecture

In our hierarchical framework, a classification network
Ecla is first used to classify the input image as either sunny
or cloudy (zwea). The details of the classification network
are presented in the supplementary material. We then can
separately predict the HDSky illumination of sunny images
and cloudy images.

For sunny images, two networks are used to predict the
sky vector ẑsky and the sun vector ẑsun, as shown in the top-
right corner of Fig. 2. The two vectors are then transformed
into the sky panorama P̂sky and sun panorama P̂sun with
the trained decoders Dsky and Dsun of HDSky. During the
transformation, the estimated sun position (discussed later)
is used to recover P̂sun. Subsequently, we can obtain the
full panorama P̂ by fusing P̂sky and P̂sun with Eq. 1.

As aforementioned, sun position is used to recover the
sun panorama. We therefore estimate the sun position of
sunny images using the network Epos with a pre-trained
DenseNet-161 [11] architecture. The difference is that the
last layer of our Epos is a fully connected layer of 160
nodes. By discretizing the sky hemisphere into 160 bins (5
for elevation and 32 for azimuth), Epos outputs a probabil-
ity map over possible sun positions [9]. We then select the
position with the maximum probability as the sun. The KL
divergence loss is used to train the network. See more de-
tails in the supplementary material.

Compared with sunny images, we leverage a single net-
work to predict the sky vector ẑsky of a cloudy image. Once
ẑsky is obtained, we can directly transform it into the sky
panorama P̂sky (see the orange block in Fig. 2).

5.2. Loss functions

To train Esky2
and Esun2

for sunny images, we design
the vector loss Lz−sunny to measure the similarity between
the predicted vectors with the original ones using the L1

norm. Furthermore, we add the L1 loss (LP−sunny) on the
recovered panoramas to capture the sky color and strong sun
intensities. In all, the objective function for training the two
networks is:

Lsunny = δLz−sunny + LP−sunny, (5)

where δ is set to 1 × 106 to improve the accuracy of the
predicted vectors. For cloudy images, we also leverage the
L1 loss on the sky vector and sky panorama to optimize the
cloudy network, where the weight distribution is the same
as the above objective function on sunny images.

5.3. Training details

To train the networks in this stage, we prepare a large
number of FoV-limited images. Inspired by [9], we extract
7 FoV-limited images with a resolution of 320 × 240 from
each LDR panorama of the SUN360 dataset [32]. 42,056
sunny images are used to train Esky2

and Esun2
for 11

epochs. Besides, the network Epos for estimating the sun
position is trained on the same 42,056 sunny images. Con-
vergence ofEpos is obtained after 16 epochs. 15,750 cloudy
images are employed to train the network which is used to
predict the cloudy illumination for 10 epochs. These net-
works are all trained using the Adam optimizer [14] with
β = (0.5, 0.999) and the same learning rate of 0.0001.

6. Outdoor illumination editing
Our HDSky achieves the desired disentanglement and

can be used in two applicable occasions. In the compres-
sion stage, the disentangled vectors obtained by HDSky can
be directly edited to generate more panoramas that conform
to the physical laws, thereby expanding the outdoor HDR
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Sunny/50 Cloudy/50
Panoramas Renders Panoramas Renders

SkyNet [8] 1.532 0.072 0.058 0.030
HDSky 0.569 0.025 0.050 0.017
-Linfo 0.785 0.028 – –
-Lsun 0.757 0.033 – –
-Ppos 0.774 0.026 – –

Table 1. (Top) Quantitative comparison of panorama reconstruc-
tion between HDSky and SkyNet [8]. (Bottom) Ablation studies.
RMSE is used to measure the reconstruction quality (↓ better).

0.008 0.017 0.015 0.040

0.010 0.164 0.083 0.057

G
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Figure 4. Visual comparison of panorama reconstruction between
our HDSky and SkyNet [8]. The errors on the bottom left show
the higher accuracy of our reconstruction.

panoramas. In the lighting prediction stage, if the predicted
lighting of our HDSky predictor deviates from the ground-
truth lighting in AR rendering, users can employ HDSky
editor to conveniently adjust the predicted lighting to en-
sure the consistency of the rendering.

Our HDSky editor provides explicit parameters for users
to interact with. Specifically, the sun intensity vector gener-
ated by AE2 of HDSky can be modified to intuitively edit
the sun intensity of the panorama predicted by HDSky pre-
dictor. By directly modifying the sun position during the re-
covery of the panorama (see the top-right corner of Fig. 2),
the position of the sun in the predicted panorama can be
smoothly changed. In addition, the sky intensity of the pre-
dicted panorama can also be edited with explicit parameters.

7. Experiments
In this section, we first compare our HDSky against

SkyNet [8] which is the state-of-the-art data-driven sky
model in reconstructing the outdoor panoramas. Then, the
performance of HDSky predictor in outdoor illumination
prediction is evaluated compared with SkyNet [8] and the
classical analytical model: the method of Hold-Geoffroy et
al. [9]. Finally, we evaluate HDSky editor and the disentan-
glement performance of HDSky. Ablation studies are also
conducted.

Sunny/100 Cloudy/100
Panoramas Renders Panoramas Renders

[9] 20.52 0.633 21.86 1.155
SkyNet [8] 10.69 0.444 0.314 0.101

Ours 9.756 0.172 0.247 0.030

Table 2. Quantitative comparison in terms of RMSE of different
methods in outdoor illumination prediction. Our HDSky predictor
performs significantly better than other methods. The accuracy of
the method of Hold-Geoffroy et al. [9] severely degrades in the
cloudy conditions due to the limitation of the analytical model.

Input image GT Ours [9]SkyNet [8]

0.013

0.013

0.055

0.254

0.524

0.685

0.116

0.094

0.084

1.008

0.607

0.899

0.185

0.386

0.458

Figure 5. Visual comparison of outdoor illumination prediction be-
tween different methods. The RMSE errors are reported in the
bottom left of rendered images.

7.1. Reconstruction quality of HDSky

We quantitatively evaluate the reconstruction quality of
HDSky and compare it with SkyNet [8] which utilizes a sin-
gle latent vector to compress the outdoor illumination. Two
test sets from the Laval sky dataset [15] and the SUN360-
HDR dataset [8] are employed. One contains 50 sunny
HDR panoramas (Sunny/50), and the other contains 50
cloudy HDR panoramas (Cloudy/50). The rendered im-
ages synthesized with these panoramas are also used. We
then adopt the RMSE on these panoramas and rendered im-
ages to quantify the performance of different methods. As
shown in Table 1, our HDSky performs significantly better
than SkyNet [8] due to the disentangled representation of
outdoor illumination.

Fig. 4 shows some visual examples from the SUN360-
HDR dataset [8]. The errors in terms of RMSE are shown in
the bottom left of the rendered images. Overall, our HDSky
achieves higher reconstruction quality than SkyNet [8] with
more accurate sun intensity, shading and shadows. Since
HDSky separates the sky and sun information, the mutual
influence between the two factors is eliminated. For exam-
ple, HDSky can more accurately reconstruct the panorama
of the rightmost column where the sun is blocked by build-
ings and the sky dominates the full panorama.
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Input image GT Ours SkyNet [8] [9]

Figure 6. Visual comparison of different methods for different
viewpoints from the same panorama of the SUN360 dataset [32].
Compared with other methods [8, 9], our HDSky predictor gener-
ates smoother transitions from one viewpoint to another.

7.2. Evaluation of HDSky predictor

To evaluate the performance of HDSky predictor to pre-
dict the disentangled illumination from a single image, we
utilize images extracted from the SUN360 dataset [32].
We construct another two test sets: 100 sunny im-
ages (Sunny/100) and 100 cloudy images (Cloudy/100).
The quantitative comparison of different methods for pre-
dicting outdoor lighting from a single image is listed in
Table 2. The results reveal that our HDSky predictor out-
performs its competitors [9, 8] on the predicted panoramas
and the rendered images. Because the analytical models
fail to fully capture the complexities of real-world lighting
conditions with few parameters, the RMSE of the method
of Hold-Geoffroy et al. [9] is much higher than our HDSky
predictor, especially on the cloudy images. Our HDSky pre-
dictor achieves better performance than SkyNet [8] due to
the disentangled representation.

Fig. 5 shows the qualitative comparison between differ-
ent methods under different weather conditions. Our HD-
Sky predictor estimates outdoor illumination with higher
accuracy compared with its competitors [9, 8]. The method
of Hold-Geoffroy et al. [9] generates very intense sun for
both sunny images and cloudy images. Because SkyNet [8]
uses a single vector to represent the outdoor illumina-
tion, the sun and sky are entangled, which reduces the ac-
curacy of outdoor illumination prediction. For example,
SkyNet [8] predicts inaccurate sun intensity and sun eleva-
tion in the first two rows of Fig. 5. Moreover, an improper
sun is predicted by SkyNet [8] from a cloudy image in the
last row. In contrast, our HDSky predictor produces plau-
sible shading and shadows under different weather condi-
tions. Furthermore, our HDSky predictor generates accu-
rate outdoor lighting and provides consistent shading and
shadows as the viewpoint changes (see Fig. 6). Also, Fig. 7
shows that the estimated lighting intensity of our HDSky
predictor can provide plausible shadows on real-world im-

Figure 7. Demonstration of virtual object insertion. Benefited from
our HDSky, different virtual objects (the horse and dragon) are
inserted into real scenes with consistent shading and shadows.

ages under different weather conditions.

7.3. Evaluation of HDSky Editor

We further evaluate how well HDSky disentangles each
factor (the sky vector zsky , the sun position zpos and the sun
vector zsun) and generates realistic panoramas. Our disen-
tanglement of each factor on HDR panoramas is shown in
Fig. 8. For each subfigure, the panoramas in the top row and
leftmost column (with red boxes) are reconstructed panora-
mas. The specific factors taken from each reconstructed
panorama are indicated in the top-left corner. For exam-
ple, in (a), the sky is taken from the top row, while the sun
position and the sun are taken from the leftmost column.
We can change the sky, the sun position and the sun of a re-
constructed panorama by varying (a) zsky , (b) zpos and (c)
zsun to obtain the synthetic panoramas in the 3 × 3 area.
It is impressive that our HDSky can generate realistic and
diverse panoramas by modifying the latent vectors.

Our HDSky editor provides explicit parameters for users
to edit the predicted panorama. The visually smooth transi-
tions are shown in Fig. 9, where the predicted lighting of the
image in the top-left corner is marked with red boxes. We
can directly modify the sun intensity and smoothly change
the sun intensity of the predicted panorama without affect-
ing the sky information (the first row). In addition, changing
the azimuth and elevation of the sun (the last two rows) will
not affect any other information due to the complete disen-
tanglement of the sun position from the outdoor panorama.

7.4. Ablation studies

AE1 of HDSky utilizes three key components: the loss
of the information theory Linfo, the sun loss Lsun and the
sun position mapPpos. To show their effectiveness, we con-
duct some ablation studies by removing each of them from
our complete AE1 . The bottom part in Table 1 proves that
all components are necessary for training AE1. Otherwise,
disentanglement cannot be learned properly and the recon-
struction quality will reduce. Several visual examples are
shown in Fig. 10. The results show that the rendered im-
ages of our complete AE1 display more accurate shadows
under different solar intensity.

For a fair comparison with SkyNet [8], we set the sum of
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zsky zpos zsunzpos, zsun zsky, zsun zsky, zpos

(a) Varying zsky (sky) (b) Varying zpos (sun position) (c) Varying zsun (sun)

Figure 8. Varying a single lighting factor. Reconstructed panoramas are indicated with red boxes. The reconstructed panoramas on the
left/top provide two/one factors for each synthetic panorama. The center 3 × 3 panoramas are synthetic panoramas with changed factors.
The panoramas in the 2 subfigures on the left are from the Laval sky dataset [15], and the rightmost are from the SUN360-HDR dataset [8].

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9. Examples of intuitive edits of our HDSky editor. (a) The
rendered image in the red boxes is generated with the predicted
panorama of the given image. Changing the sun intensity of the
predicted panorama generates smooth transitions. We can also
smoothly edit the sun azimuth (b) and sun elevation (c) without
affecting any other information.

0.027 0.177 0.053 0.115

0.025 0.029 0.106 0.166

0.024 0.072 0.113 0.162

GT Ours -Linfo -Lsun -Ppos

Figure 10. Visual comparison of ablation studies for the key com-
ponents of AE1.

the dimensions of all disentangled vectors compressed by
AE1 to 64. Among them, the dimensions of the weather
vector and the sun position are 1 and 2, respectively. In our
current implementation, the dimensions of the sky vector
zsky and the sun vector zsun are set to 8 and 53, respec-
tively. To prove the effectiveness of this allocation, we train
another 4 pipelines with different dimensional ratios of zsky
and zsun (16:45, 24:37, 32:29, 48:13). The RMSE metric is
adopted to evaluate the accuracy of these pipelines in pre-
dicting outdoor lighting from a single image. The errors
on 300 randomly selected sunny images reported in Table 3
show that the ratio 8:53 leads to the best estimation quality.

zsky: zsun 8:53 16:45 24:37 32:29 48:13
RMSE 10.28 11.84 12.31 14.18 10.51

Table 3. Ablation studies of different dimensional ratios of zsky
and zsun of our approach.

7.5. Limitation and future work

Despite its success, our HDSky suffers from the follow-
ing limitation. As shown in Fig. 5, while our HDSky predic-
tor estimates more accurate lighting than other methods, it
sometimes cannot accurately predict the sun shape (the third
row). In the future, we will explore the relationship between
the shape of the sun and other factors (e.g., the sun position
and sun intensity) to solve the problem. It is also interesting
to develop a unified representation to handle both outdoor
and indoor illumination.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a hierarchical disentan-
gled sky model for outdoor illumination to compress each
sunny panorama into several meaningful vectors. A hier-
archical framework is designed to estimate the individual
latent vectors from every sunny image and generate the
outdoor illumination based on the sky model. For cloudy
images, we only predict the sky information. We further
show how this model generates realistic and diverse outdoor
panoramas and provides explicit parameters to intuitively
edit the predicted outdoor illumination. The sky model al-
lows us to represent outdoor illumination more faithfully
and supports all-weather conditions. As demonstrated via
extensive quantitative and qualitative evaluations, our hier-
archical disentangled sky model outperforms previous ana-
lytical models and data-driven models.
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